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Introduction
Indirect cross-validated bandwidth selection has a number of theoretical and practical advantages, see among others Hart and Yi (1998) , Hart and Lee (2005 ), Savchuk et al. (2008 . In this paper classical cross-validation is improved through indirectness considering a series of polynomial kernels as indirect kernels. The limit of this series of polynomial kernels is the popular Gaussian kernel. Asymptotic theory provides evidence that the performance of indirect cross-validation improves with the order of the polynomial kernel with the Gaussian limit being the best performing. This provides some theoretical justification for the fact that the Gaussian kernel is a popular choice in indirect cross-validation. However, we show that even our best performing indirectly cross-validated bandwidth selectors are outperformed by the recent do-validated estimator of Mammen et al. (2011) . Therefore we have considered improving do-validation from indirectness using polynomial kernels in the indirect step. Indirect do-validation does indeed outperform classical do-validation from the point of view of asymptotic theory. However, from a practical point of view, do-validation is still the best method. This paper can therefore be seen as an argument in favour of exploring do-validation in kernel smoothing rather than trying to improve it even further. This is indeed being done at the moment, see Gámiz-Pérez et al. (2013a,b,c) for the introduction of do-validation to three fundamental models of survival analysis. Do-validation could be considered in other smoothing problems, see for example Soni et al. (2012) , Oliveira et al. (2012) , Spreeuw et al. (2013) , Lee et al. (2010 Lee et al. ( , 2012a , Buch-Kromann and Nielsen (2012) , González-Manteiga et al. (2013) .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we first consider indirect crossvalidation, where the theoretical and practical improvements of highering the power of the indirect kernel is very clear. Both the theoretical and the finite sample performance improve consistently in every step when increasing the power of the indirect kernel. In Subsection 2.1 we describe a simulation study to assess the finite sample performance of the method. In Section 3 we consider indirect do-validation.
The theoretical relative improvements of highering the power of the indirect kernel 3 follow the same pattern as we found in indirect cross-validation. However, the finite sample results are less clear. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2 Indirect cross-validated bandwidth selection in kernel density estimation
In this section we consider indirect cross-validation in its simplest possible version taken from Savchuk et al. (2008 Savchuk et al. ( , 2010 . These papers considered a number of variations of indirect cross-validation. We consider here the simplest possible version, where one has one indirect kernel and one original kernel. The above two papers seem to have some preference for a mixture of Gaussian kernels as indirect kernel.
Here we provide a theoretical justification for why this might be a good idea. The Gaussian kernel is in some sense the optimal kernel of a class of indirect kernels, and the theoretical and practical advantage of choosing the Gaussian kernel as indirect kernel can be quite substantial. In our derivation of indirect cross-validation below we use notation similar to the used by Mammen et al. (2011) , who considered a class of bandwidth selectors with the indirect cross-validation bandwidth h ICV,L , with indirect kernel L, as a special case.
The aim is to get a bandwidth with a small Integrated Squared Error (ISE) for the kernel density estimator
with symmetric kernel function K.
The bandwidth h ICV,L is based on the inspection of the kernel density estimator f h,L , for a kernel L that fulfills L(0) = 0. And it comes from the following CV score:
Note that because of L(0) = 0 we do not need to use a leave-one-out version of f h,L in the sum on the right hand side. Also any kernel L can be defined to fulfill such condition just by setting L(u) = L(u)1 u =0 , and it will be considered hereafter in the indirect step. Thus, the indirect cross-validation bandwidth h ICV,L is defined by
with h L being the minimizer of the score (1). Here, we define
for a kernel M with R(g) = g 2 (x)dx, µ l (g) = x l g(x)dx for functions g and integers l ≥ 0. Note that the bandwidth h L is a selector for the density estimator with kernel L. After multiplying with the factor d −1 L it becomes a selector for the density estimator f h,K . This follows from classical smoothing theory and has been used at many places in the discussion of bandwidth selectors. Note that the indirect cross-validation method contains the classical cross-validation bandwidth selector as one example with K = L.
We now apply results from Mammen et al. (2011) to derive the asymptotic distribution of the difference between the indirect cross-validation bandwidths h ICV,L and the ISE-optimal bandwidth h ISE . Here, the bandwidth h ISE is defined by
Under some mild conditions on the density f and the kernels K and L, see Assumptions (A1) and (A2) in Mammen et al. (2011) , one gets by application of their Theorem 1 that
where Here we are interested in indirect cross-validation defined with any symmetric kernel K (as for example the Epanechnikov kernel) and as the kernel L a polynomial kernel with higher power. Specifically we define a general kernel function with power r by
Note that for r = 1 it is the Epanechnikov kernel and for r = 2 it gives the quartic kernel. We now study the theoretical performance of indirect cross-validation for the choice K = K 2 (the Epanechnikov kernel) and L = K 2r for different choices of r. We start by considering the limiting case r → ∞. For this purpose we consider the kernel K * 2r (u) = (2r) −1/2 K 2r ((2r) −1/2 u) that differs from K 2r by scale. Because the definition of the bandwidth selector does not depend on the scale of L we have that σ 2 ICV,K 2r = σ 2 ICV,K * 2r . Furthermore, because of lim r→∞ (1 − (2r) −1 u 2 ) r = e −u 2 /2 it holds that, after scaling, the polynomial kernels converge to the Gaussian kernel when r goes to infinity
Moreover, it holds that σ 2 ICV,K 2r = σ 2 ICV,K * 2r → σ 2 ICV,φ for r → ∞. This can be shown by dominated convergence using the fact that (1 − (2r) −1 u 2 ) r ≤ e −u 2 /2 . Thus a Gaussian indirect kernel is a limiting case for the performance of indirect crossvalidation.
According to the results above, the asymptotic variance of h ICV,K 2r − h ISE is of the form giving in (4) with c L,K ≡ c r a constant depending on r. We have just argued that c r → c ∞ for r → ∞ where c ∞ = 3.48 is the constant corresponding to the Gaussian kernel. Figure 1 shows c r as a function of r. It illustrates the convergence but it also shows that this convergence is monotone: by increasing the power r (r = 2, 3, 4, . . .) we get an incremental reduction in the asymptotic variance factor for indirect cross-validation.
One sees that the trick of indirect cross-validation significantly improves on crossvalidation. And specifically the asymptotics for the indirect crossvalidatory bandwidths with K being the Epanechnikov kernel and L = K 2r , are given below for r = 1, 2, 8 and r → ∞. Here r = 1 is classical cross-validation (CV) using the 6 Epanechnikov kernel, and r → ∞ is indirect cross-validation with the Gaussian kernel as the indirect kernel (ICV G ).
The first improvement of going from standard cross-validation to having an indirect kernel of one more power is the most important one. The crucial component of the asymptotic theory is decreasing from 7.42 to 4.71. This is sufficiently substantial to consider this simple adjustment of classical cross-validation to solving a good and important part of the problem with the volatility of the cross-validation estimator. However, indirect cross-validation can do better. Going to the Gaussian limit brings the crucial constant down to 3.48! This is quite low and approaching the do-validation constant of 2.19 found in Mammen et al. (2011) . It turns out that 3.48 is still so big that 2.19 is a major improvement in theory and practice.
Do-validation does better than indirect cross-validation in theory and practice, even
when the latter is based on the optimal Gaussian kernel.
Simulation experiments about indirect cross-validation
The purpose of this section is to study the performance of the indirect crossvalidation method with respect to standard cross-validation and the optimal ISE bandwidth h ISE defined in (3). We consider in the study three possible indirect crossvalidatory bandwidths: h ICV 2 , h ICV 8 and h ICV G . These arise by using the Epanechnikov kernel as the kernel K, and as kernel L, the higher power polynomial kernel, K 2r defined in (5), for r = 2, 8, and K ∞ that is the Gaussian kernel.
We consider the same data generating processes as Mammen et al. (2011) . We giving three clear modes, 4. a gamma distribution, Gamma(a, b) with b = 1.5, a = b 2 applied on 5x with
giving one mode and a plateau, 6. and a mixture of three gamma distributions, Gamma(a j , b j ), j = 1, 2, 3 with a j = b 2 j , b 1 = 1.5, b 2 = 3, and b 3 = 6 applied on 8x giving two bumps and one plateau.
Our set of densities contains density functions with one, two or three modes, some being asymmetric. They all have exponentially falling tails, because otherwise one Table 1 : Simulation results about the indirect cross-validation method with designs 1 and 2. We compare the standard cross-validation, h CV , with three indirect versions h ICV 2 , h ICV 8 and h ICV G for kernels K 2r with r = 2, 8, ∞. As a benchmark we report the results for the unfeasible ISE optimal bandwidth, h ISE . All the numbers have been multiplied by 100.
has to work with boundary correcting kernels. The main mass is always in [0, 1].
For the purposes of this paper we use five measures to summarize the stochastic Table 2 : Simulation results about the indirect cross-validation method with designs 3 and 4. We compare the standard cross-validation, h CV , with three indirect versions h ICV 2 , h ICV 8 and h ICV G for kernels K 2r with r = 2, 8, ∞. As a benchmark we report the results for the unfeasible ISE optimal bandwidth, h ISE . All the numbers have been multiplied by 100.
performance of any bandwidth selectors h:
Design 5
Design 6 Table 3 : Simulation results about the indirect cross-validation method with designs 5 and 6. We compare the standard cross-validation, h CV , with three indirect versions h ICV 2 , h ICV 8 and h ICV G for kernels K 2r with r = 2, 8, ∞. As a benchmark we report the results for the unfeasible ISE optimal bandwidth, h ISE . All the numbers have been multiplied by 100. 3 Indirect do-validation in kernel density estimation Here we describe the indirect do-validation method and provide theoretical and empirical results in a similar way to that for indirect cross-validation above. We conclude that indirect do-validation improves consistently theoretically when the power of the indirect kernel increases. The relative improvements parallel those we saw for indirect cross-validation. However, it does not seem like the practical improvements follow the theoretical improvements for indirect do-validation. The original conclusion of Mammen et al. (2011) seems to be valid also here: "when the theoretical properties are so good as in do-validation, it is the practical implementation at hand that counts, not further theoretical improvements". Going all the way to the limiting Gaussian kernel is not of practical relevance for indirect do-validation.
In our derivation of the methodology, we follow Mammen et al. (2011) that first consider a class of bandwidth selectors that are constructed as weighted averages of cross-validation bandwidths. This class of bandwidth selectors contains the classical cross-validation bandwidth selector as one example with J = 1 and L 1 (u) = K(u)1(u = 0). And it also contains the do-validation method, which combines left and right one-sided cross-validation using the local linear kernel density estimator (Jones, 1993; and Cheng 1997a, 1997b) . In fact the method cannot work on local constant density estimation because of its inferior rate of convergence when applying to asymmetric kernels. For a kernel density estimator f h,M with kernel M the local linear kernel density estimator can be defined as kernel density estimator f h,M * with "equivalent kernel" M * given by
In one-sided cross-validation the basic kernel M (u) is chosen as 2K(u)1 (−∞,0) (left one-sided cross-validation) or 2K(u)1 (0,∞) (right one-sided cross-validation). This results in the left and right one-sided equivalent kernels, K * lef t and K * right , respectively. The left one-sided cross-validation bandwidth is calculated by
where h K lef t is the minimizer of the left one-sided cross-validation criterion defined as (1), but involving the local linear density estimator with equivalent kernel K * lef t . In exactly the same way we define the right one-sided cross-validation bandwidth, but considering now the kernel K * right . Finally, the do-validation selector h DO is given by the simple average Left one-sided cross-validation and right one-sided cross-validation are not identical in practice because of differences in the boundary. However, asymptotically they are equivalent. As we will see in our simulations do-validation delivers a good 13 stable compromise. It has the same asymptotic theory as each of the two one-sided alternatives and a better overall finite sample performance.
Theorem 1 in Mammen et al. (2011) provides the asymptotic distribution of h DO − h ISE . Under their Assumptions (A1) and (A2) it holds for symmetric kernel K that
where σ 2 DO has the form of (4). For K equal being the Epanechnikov kernel the asymptotic variance is given by
This can be compared with the asymptotic variance of the plug-in bandwidth which is equal to
The second term (the only one which differs among bandwidth selectors) was also calculated for the quartic kernel, which is the kernel K 2r with r = 2. The calculation as above gave the value 1.89 and 0.83 instead of 2.19 and 0.72 (see Mammen et al. 2011 ). The immediate lesson learned from comparing the asymptotic theory of dovalidation of the two kernels considered above is the following: the second term is bigger for plug-in estimator for the quartic kernel than for the Epanechnikov estimator. However, for cross-validation and do-validation it is the exact opposite, the second term is smaller for the quartic kernel than for the Epanechnikov estimator.
Therefore, relatively speaking the validation approaches do better for the higher power kernel K 2r with r = 2, than for the lower power kernel K 2r , with r = 1 (the Epanechnikov kernel). One could argue that validation does better for the higher power kernel than for the lower power kernel. However, lets further consider the case that we are really interested in the optimal bandwidth for the lower power kernel and we really want to use a validation approach to select that bandwidth, see Mammen et al. (2011) for practical arguments for using validation instead of plug-in. Then it seems intuitively appealing to carry that validation out at the kernel with a high power to select the validated bandwidth for that higher power kernel and then adjusting this bandwidth to the lower power kernel by multiplying by the kernel constant d −1 K 2r defined in (2). And this is what we call hereafter indirect do-validation to distinguish it from do-validation where the indirect kernel is a onesided version of K. The formal definition of the indirect do-validation bandwidth h IDOr with kernels K and K 2r is therefore
where h DO,r is the do-validation bandwidth defined in (11) but calculated with K = K 2r (r = 1, 2, . . .).
By simple calculations we can write h IDOr as
where h K 2r,lef t and h K 2r,right are the minimizers of the cross-validation criterion (1) involving the local linear density estimators with equivalent kernels K * 2r,lef t and K * 2r,right , respectively. Then, we can use again Theorem 1 in Mammen et al. (2011) to get that
where σ 2 IDOr has again the same form as (4). We get a result that is similar to the findings in our discussion of indirect cross-validation in Section 2. By increasing the power r (r = 2, 3, 4, . . .) of the indirect kernel we get an incremental reduction in the asymptotic variance factor. Again, for r → ∞ the factor converges to the factor of indirect do-validation with Gaussian kernel. This can be shown as in Section 2. Figure 3 shows the factor as a function of r.
One sees that the trick of indirect do-validation significantly improves on do-validation.
Below we provide the resulting asymptotics for the indirect do-validation bandwidths, h IDOr , with r = 1, 2, 8 and the Gaussian kernel. Figure 3 : Asymptotic variance term for indirect do-validation with kernels K 2r for r = 1, 2, . . . ∞. The limit kernel is the Gaussian plotted using a discontinuous line.
Indirect−DO
σ 2 DO = C f,K 4R(K) V (f ) R(f )R(f ) + 2.19 σ 2 IDO 2 = C f,K 4R(K) V (f ) R(f )R(f ) + 1.65 σ 2 IDO 8 = C f,K 4R(K) V (f ) R(f )R(f ) + 1.37 σ 2 IDO G = C f,K 4R(K) V (f ) R(f )R(f ) + 1.29
Simulation experiments about indirect do-validation
Here we extend the simulation experiments carried out for indirect cross-validation in Subsection 2.1 with the just defined indirect do-validation method. We evaluate the finite sample performance of highering the powers of the indirect kernel for indirect do-validation, and compare with the former do-validation and the optimal ISE bandwidth ( h ISE ). We consider in the study three possible indirect do-validation bandwidths: h IDO 2 , h IDO 8 and h IDO G , which were defined above.
Tables 4, 5 and 6 show the simulation results. As we saw for indirect classical crossvalidation, the finite sample bias (m 4 ) is consistently increasing when highering the power of the indirect kernel. However, this increase in bias is offset by a decrease in volatility (m 2 ). This is consistently over sample size and design and follow the results we saw in the previous section for classical cross-validation. However, when 
Concluding remarks
This paper is on indirect cross-validation. The term indirect cross-validation originates from one particular application of it by Savchuk et al. (2010) . The do- Table 6 : Simulation results about the indirect do-validation method with designs 5 and 6. We compare the original do-validated bandwidth, h DO , with three indirect versions h IDO 2 , h IDO 8 and h IDO G for kernels K 2r with r = 2, 8, ∞. All the numbers have been multiplied by 100.
proved superior to earlier versions of indirect cross-validation in practice. See the empirical work in Savchuk et al. (2008) , where the original indirect cross-validated bandwidth selector had inferior performance to the celebrated plug-in type bandwidth selector of Sheather and Jones (1991) . However, the numerical work in Mammen et al. (2011) indicated that do-validation performs better in practice than a plug-in bandwidth selector. We also considered plug-in bandwidths and various 19 combinations of plug-in, cross-validated and do-validated bandwidths. Neither of these attempts performed as well as the do-validated bandwidth. It would be interesting to see whether indirect cross-validation and do-validation would also be useful to improve other variants of the kernel density estimation problem, such as the problem considered by Gavriliadis and Athanassoulis (2012) , Park (2013) , Eidous (2012) or Martínez-Miranda et al. (2013) .
